The Order of the Temple
Application questionnaire
Name
First name
Address
Phones
- Fixed
- Mobile
E-Mail
Pseudonym on FACEBOOK
Pseudonym on SKYPE
Age, Date of Birth
Birthplace
Marital status
- specify
Children
- specify
Job (If retired: Refine your previous Job).
How did you come to the esoteric, metaphysical, ...?
Teaching course
- Routes followed?
- Their lives?
- Current position?
Search (es) Spiritual (s) if you have one or more.
- Orientation?
- Motivation?

Religion or philosophy
(The Roman Catholic can apply if they do not fear excommunication by Pope Clement
V, May 2, 1312, not questioned to this day.)
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- Your current location?
- Practicing or not?
- Do you know Gnosticism?
- How to define your attractiveness to Gnosticism?

If you belong to a Templar Order
- Name of the Order?
- Name of the connecting commander?
- Place of implementation of the said commander?
- Your Grade?
information from your reading on the Templarism.
- Title
- dropoff window

To provide :
1 passport photo, in picture format (J.PEG)
Copy of the identity card or passport
Criminal record or equivalent by country
Letter, to join the Order of the Temple
- In one page or more at your choice.
The document "Declaration on honor" duly completed, dated and signed
Copies of various certificates if you belong or have belonged to a Templar or chivalric
organization and letter of resignation of the said organization.
(Unable to belong jointly to two orders of chivalry)

Transmission, without forgetting to sign : lordredutemple.01@gmail.com
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The Order of the Temple
Sworn statement
I, ..........................................................................................
(Last, First - National Identification No.) certify on the Honour:
* Never have been convicted (e), or infamous criminal reasons.
(If convicted, bar never have been convicted and attach a copy of the act of condemnation.)
* Do not belong directly or indirectly, or, take me even ideas, extremist tendencies
organizations or sectarian influence, which can be harmful to others, organizations designed
to promote discrimination, hatred and violence in respect of a person or group of persons
because of their origin or their real or supposed ethnic group, nation, race or religion.
(You will during your integration in order to reiterate this particular commitment by
taking an oath on the Bible)
* That the groups listed below, are the only ones I joined, in deed or thought.
List of all groups: Philosophical, exoterists, esoteric, spiritualist, thought, political or
otherwise, to which you belonged or still belong, or you join their thoughts, specifying the
dates of belonging.
- (Precise name) of (date to date)
* I further declare, share dimensions and Christ teaching, recognizing as such and without
exclusion, all philosophies and religions recognizing one way or another, Jesus Christ.
* I agree, always work with accuracy and caring in all the fights that I would have to carry as
a Knight of the Order of the Temple.
* I agree to pay the order, the amount of the annual fee (value 2016: € 50)

Name, First Name
Date and signature

PS : Any false statement of fact will cause the cancellation of the order.
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